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Abstract
The understanding of material appearance perception is a complex problem due to interactions between material reflectance,
surface geometry, and illumination. Recently, Serrano et al. collected the largest dataset to date with subjective ratings of
material appearance attributes, including glossiness, metallicness, sharpness and contrast of reflections. In this work, wemake
use of their dataset to investigate for the first time the impact of the interactions between illumination, geometry, and eight
different material categories in perceived appearance attributes. After an initial analysis, we select for further analysis the
four material categories that cover the largest range for all perceptual attributes: fabric, plastic, ceramic, and metal. Using a
cumulative link mixed model (CLMM) for robust regression, we discover interactions between these material categories and
four representative illuminations and object geometries. We believe that our findings contribute to expanding the knowledge
onmaterial appearance perception and can be useful formany applications, such as scene design, where any particular material
in a given shape can be aligned with dominant classes of illumination, so that a desired strength of appearance attributes can
be achieved.
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1 Introduction

Theperception ofmaterial appearance is a long-standing psy-
chovisual problem, which is not yet fully understood [2,9].
One of themain reasons is the complex interaction and entan-
glement between material reflectance, geometry surface, and
illumination. The appearance of a givenmaterial may change
drastically for different shapes or under different illumina-
tions [23,45]. The unlimited combinations between these
three factors create multitudinous material appearances that
make the study of this problem harder.

Many works have approached this problem [2,10,13,28].
Most of them focus on investigating some particular aspects
of material appearance, such as gloss [5,35] or translu-
cency [11,14]. The effects of geometry and illumination
have also been studied, but usually on simplified geometries
under a limited variety of illuminations [1,26,32,34,36,43].
Finally, there are some recent works devoted to exploring a
wider variety of appearances; however, they do not take into
account the impact of geometry and illumination [17,40]. In
order to be able to investigate the interaction of material,
shape, and illumination for a wide variety of appearances
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and derive more general insights, the recent work of Serrano
et al. [39] presented a diverse collection of 42,120 images
with distinct combinations of measured BRDFs, shapes, and
real-world illuminations with their corresponding perceptual
ratings for six appearance attributes: lightness, metallicness,
anisotropy, as well as gloss-related: glossiness, sharpness of
reflections and contrast of reflections.

In this work, wemake use of this dataset to provide, for the
first time, an in-depth analysis of the impact of the interac-
tions between material category, illumination, and geometry
in perceived appearance attributes. To this end, we label a
set of materials with eight representative material categories.
Then, we perform two statistical analyses using CLMM
for robust regression. First, we analyze the material cate-
gory, geometry and illumination as independent fixed factors.
Then, based on this analysis, we select a representative subset
of the data to investigate the complex interactions between
material category, geometry, and illumination. We observe
a number of interesting interactions, e.g., while the metal-
licness attribute is consistently stronger for metals in all
tested conditions, the plastics and ceramics categories may
achieve comparable strength of the gloss-related attributes
under low-frequency illuminations and smooth, low curva-
ture geometries. Conversely, strong directional illumination
seems to be most effective in increasing appearance differ-
ences between the material categories.

We believe that our findings contribute to further under-
standing the processes that drive material perception and that
our insights can be useful as guidelines for design applica-
tions where material category, geometry, and illumination
interact with each other.

2 Related work

In this work, we explore the effect of geometry and illu-
mination on the perception of material appearance for
different material categories. Lightness (albedo), glossiness,
and metallicness have been consistently identified as the
key attributes of material perception [10,42]. In general, the
human visual system (HVS) aims towardmaterial perception
constancy, which often holds for lightness [34]. Therefore,
in this work we focus on the perception of glossiness [5] and
metallicness [41] that show high variability across material
category, illumination, and geometry.
Glossiness Perceived glossiness strength increases with
brightness and contrast of highlights, their relative coverage
on the surface, and the sharpness of the reflected environ-
ment [26,28]. These factors directly depend on material
reflectance properties, e.g., metals tend to reflect strongly
only near specular directions, while dielectrics typically
involve some Lambertian reflections that reduce highlight
contrast and perceived reflection sharpness [41]. Illumina-

tion plays an important role as well, e.g., strong directional
lights increase contrast of highlights, while distinctive envi-
ronment patterns improve sharpness of reflections, so that
overall perceived glossiness increases as well [1,6,31,36,45].
Conversely, uniform ambient illumination typically reduces
perceived glossiness, but in some scene configurations it
might contribute to an increase of the highlight coverage and
thisway enhance perceived glossiness [26,41]. The judgment
of glossiness becomes the most intuitive when objects are
illuminated by captured high-contrast high-dynamic range
(HDR) environment maps [1,12], while oversimplified syn-
thetic lighting might be more confusing in understanding
material properties.

Although the effect of geometry has been less explored
than the effect of illumination, evidence suggests that per-
ceived glossiness of surfaces in natural lighting environments
depends on the structure of specular contours [22]. Results
presented by Marlow et al. [29] demonstrate that the HVS
exploits surface curvature to compute the relative scatter of
a surface’s reflectance function. In the real world, increasing
surface curvature leads to spatial compression of highlights,
so that their intensity increases [21]. In displayed images,
this effect might not be directly reproduced due to limited
display luminance, or clamping highlight details due to tone
mapping. In the latter case, the highlight coverage might
increase and this way enhance perceived glossiness [26,41].
Bumpy surfaces also might increase such highlight cover-
age, but when their structure is too fine, perceived sharpness
of reflections and their contrast might be reduced, so that
the overall perceived glossiness might be reduced as well
[24,28]. In the context of material discrimination, Vangorp
et al. [43] showed that curvature captures highlights better
than tessellated shapes and therefore allows for better mate-
rial discrimination.
Metallicness As metallicness is also highly directional
attribute, many observations presented here for glossiness
hold as well. Metallicness might be stronger for ambient
illumination from a wide range of directions (which is the
case for environment map lighting), but it also increases with
a larger highlight coverage, higher highlight sharpness and
contrast [26,41]. Specular reflections for metals are much
stronger than for plastic and they may cover larger surface
regions, while practically there are no diffuse reflections.

All discussed here works considered selected glossiness
and metallicness appearance factors using a few distinct
materials, typically represented by analytic reflectance mod-
els. Simultaneous interactions between multiple factors have
been relatively sparsely investigated. A notable exception
is work of Serrano et al. [39], where a large-scale crowd-
sourcedWeb experiment has been performed usingmeasured
BRDFs to derive human ratings for the appearance attributes.
While the key goal of this work was to train a neural network
to predict such attributes, also statistical analysis has been
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Fig. 1 Examples of the nine illuminations and geometries in the dataset collected by Serrano et al. [39]. In the bottom row, the brass BRDF from
MERL dataset has been used for rendering

performed to investigate whether illumination and geometry
have a significant impact on human’s ratings. In this work,
we employ the same rating data, but for the first time we
investigate interactions of illumination and geometry with
different material categories.
Perceptual gloss embeddingsAn important practical problem
is to identify meaningful perceptual dimensions that are suit-
able for gloss appearance editing. Pellacini et al. [35] and
Wills et al. [44] employed dimensionality reduction tech-
niques (such as multi-dimensional scaling) in analytic and
measured BRDFs [30]. This research suggests that two per-
ceptual gloss dimensions: (1) distinctness-of-image gloss,
i.e., sharpness of the image reflected in surfaces, and (2) con-
trast gloss, i.e., contrast between specularly reflecting areas
and other areas, as originally introduced by Hunter [18,19],
allow to control the gloss appearance. In this work, we con-
sider those gloss dimensions and following Serrano et al.
[39] we refer to them as sharpness of reflection and con-
trast of reflection. Recently, data-driven methods have been
employed to derive intuitive appearance editing spaces [40]
and deep BRDF representations [17].

3 Experiment

The goal of this paper is to investigate the effect of illumi-
nation and geometry in perceived appearance for different
material categories. For completeness, in this section we
briefly summarize the details of the experiment carried out
by Serrano et al [39] for collecting crowdsourced data, since
we use their dataset for performing our analysis. Then, we
motivate our selection of a subset of this dataset for perform-
ing an in-depth analysis of perceived attributes for different
material categories under different illuminations and geome-
tries.

3.1 Dataset summary

We make use of the dataset collected by Serrano et al. [39],
which contains 42,120 images with combinations of 520
measured BRDFs, 9 geometries and 9 illuminations. Figure
1 shows all HDR environment maps and geometries in the

dataset. This dataset contains crowdsourced subjective rat-
ings collected with Amazon Mechanical Turk with a 7-point
Likert rating task [33,40]. A total of 3, 217 participants (37%
female, average age 38.1, σ = 11.96 years old) participated
in the study, and as a result, 215, 680 valid responses were
collected,with at least 5 ratings for each different image. This
is the largest dataset to date containing comprehensive infor-
mation about perceived attributes for different geometries,
illuminations, and materials.

AttributesOriginally, the followingperceptual attributes have
been considered for each image: metallicness, glossiness,
contrast of reflections, sharpness of reflections, lightness, and
anisotropy. As mentioned in Sect. 2, we are less interested in
lightness that shows a good constancy across different illu-
minations and geometries. Also, we ignore anisotropy due to
relatively sparse representation in the dataset as acknowl-
edged in [39]. Effectively, in this work we consider the
following four attributes: metallicness, glossiness, contrast
of reflections, and sharpness of reflections. Please refer to
Sect. 2 for more details on those attributes and their impor-
tance in material perception.

3.2 Labelingmaterial categories

Materials Following the availability of perceptual ratings
from [39], we consider a number ofmaterial BRDFdatabases
as detailed in Table 1. As the focus of this work is the effect of
geometry and illumination for different material categories,
we label materials in those databases and finally select eight
representative categories: wood, leather, fabric, paper, nat-
ural, plastic, ceramic, and metal. This particular choice is
motivated by rich representation of such materials in those
databases. We decide to ignore possibly interesting cate-
gories [38] with too sparse representation. As a result, we
select a subset of 363 materials (183,352 trials) for our anal-
ysis. We trained our first CLMMmodel on all the 8 material
categories, 9 geometries, and 9 illuminations and analyze it
in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2.
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Table 1 Material category
labelling details

Wood Leather Fabric Paper Natural Plastic Ceramic Metal Others

MERL [30] 0 0 14 5 12 29 6 26 8

MERL-EDIT [39] 0 0 16 0 28 0 0 19 125

RGL [7] 0 0 8 10 2 1 0 19 22

UTIA [8] 14 12 85 3 0 5 0 0 1

UTIA-ISO [8,39] 1 4 41 2 1 0 0 0 1

Fig. 2 The mean curvature on all 9 geometries calculated by the algorithm proposed by [15] with MLS filter scale 20. Red and blue represent the
convex and concave surfaces, respectively

3.3 Selecting subsets of geometry and illumination

Geometry The surface curvature is an important indicator
that reveals the influence of geometry on material perception
[3,20,25–27]. Specifically, from the rendering perspective,
the local surface curvature is related to the local distribution
of normal vectors, which further influences the interaction
between viewing point, illumination, andmaterial properties,
and finally determine the perceptual appearance. Marlow et
al. [26] applied the grand mean of curvature to represent
the complexity of a geometry and suggested the increase in
local surface curvaturewould enhance the specular sharpness
but depress the specular coverage. In this paper, we focus
on the histogram of local curvature and several statistical
characteristics to analyze the effect of geometry on material
appearance perception. Figure2 shows the 9 geometries in
the dataset colorized by the values of local mean curvature
calculated using the algebraic point set surface (APSS) algo-
rithm [15] with moving least-square (MLS) filter scale equal
to 20. The corresponding statistical histogram can also be
found below each geometry. Note that the geometries have
been normalized into same scale, and curvature values cal-
culated here have been adjusted based on the relative density
of vertices (where dragon has the largest amount of vertices
so with density equal to 1 as reference) so all the geometries
are comparable.

Among all 9 geometries, dragon has the most complex
surfaces and overall lowest rating; buddha contains the most
diverse geometry components; blob has a gently changing
smooth surface and is considered as one of the best choices
for material discrimination [43]; the sphere component and
wavy region make ghost the best for single image material
comparison [16]. Thus, we select these four geometries for

further analyzing the interaction between material category,
geometry and illumination in our second CLMM model.
IlluminationAmong the 9 environment maps in the dataset, I
has a strong directional light with the highest dynamic range
with respect to the rest of environment maps; E contains
distinct area light sources; G includes a large area light and
lots of small point-like light sources; A features relatively
large regions of slowly changing illumination, e.g., around
the sky. In general, A, E, G, and I cover a large range of
high-frequency content (from smallest in A to largest in I).
Therefore, we select these four environment maps for our
second CLMM model with interaction.

4 Data analysis

In this section, we perform our analysis and describe our
findings. Since the dependent variables (attributes) are 7-
point Likert items and the collected observations are not nor-
mally distributed (p < 0.05 for the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test), we use CLMM to analyze ordinal-scale observations
without treating these variables as quantitative. The Esti-
mated Marginal Means (EMM) with Bonferroni correction
are selected for the post hoc analysis. The illumination,
geometry, and material category are treated as fixed factors,
and the user and material as mixed effects for our CLMM
model. We use this model for analyzing the effect of mate-
rial category, geometry, and illumination in Sects. 4.1 and
4.2, respectively.

Then, we compute another CLMM model for analyzing
the complex interactions of material category, geometry, and
illumination. We use a subset of the data to allow the model
to converge, since using all possible pairwise interactions
between these three factors would become intractable. After
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Fig. 3 Top row: the Estimated Marginal Means values of material category for five material appearance attributes, where black points represent
the mean value, and the blue bars indicate a 95% confidence interval. Bottom row: Spearman rank correlations for the appearance attributes in each
material category

our analysis in Sect. 3.3, we use a subset of four illumina-
tions, in particular A, E, G, and I, as well as four geometries:
dragon, buddha, blob, and ghost. For materials, we focus on
the MERL dataset [30] since it has the most diverse material
categories. After our initial analysis in Sect. 4.1, we select
four material categories: fabric, plastic, ceramic, and metal
that cover the largest range of all perceptual attributes. We
analyze this interaction model in Sect. 4.3.

4.1 Effect of material category

There is a significant effect of the material category on the
perceptual material attributes (p < 0.001).We show the post
hocEstimatedMarginalMean (EMM) effects ofmaterial cat-
egories on our four attributes in the first row of Fig. 3. Note
that the EMM effects show relative changes with respect to
the average model: they account for the estimated effects of
material category on isolation, across all variety of geome-
tries and illuminations. There are no significant differences
observed between wood, leather, fabric, paper, and natural
materials. Those five material categories can be treated as
one group, which together with plastic, ceramic, and metal
presenting a monotonic trend of increasing attribute rating.
The large confidence interval for ceramics is due to a small
number of such materials in our dataset (Table 1).

We also analyze Spearman rank correlations between the
users’ ratings for the perceptual attributes on each material
category, shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3. Our percep-
tual data do not show obvious correlations for wood, leather,
fabric, paper, and naturalmaterials. As expected, for plastic,
ceramic, and metal, the gloss-related attributes (glossiness,
contrast of reflection and sharpness of reflection) show high
correlations. Based on the outcome of EMM and correlation
analysis, fabric has been selected as a material category that

represents well wood, leather, paper, and natural materials
with respect to the gloss-related attributes.

Additionally, we compute the average BRDFs for fabrics,
plastics, ceramics, and metals to get some insights about the
basic characteristics of each material category. In Fig. 5-right
we show the profiles of averagedBRDFs in polar coordinates.
We parameterize the averaged BRDFs to the half-angle θh
representation proposed by Rusinkiewicz [37] to get a better
insight about the reflectance transition from the specular peak
to grazing angles. A slice with the difference angles θd = 45
and φd = 90 [4] for each averaged BRDF is shown in Fig.
5-left. Metal has the highest specular peak when θh = 0,
but the reflectance falls down stronger than for other mate-
rial categories with increasing θh . Plastic and ceramic show
similar trends except the grazing angles (θh near 90◦), where
Fresnel effects can be observed. Fabric shows the lowest
specular peak but highest Fresnel effect near grazing angle.
Figure 4 demonstrates the rendered images using our four
averaged BRDFs on two extreme geometries (dragon and
ghost) under two extreme illuminations (A and I).

We also explore further the relationships between each
perceptual attribute on the collected data for different mate-
rial categories. Thus, we average the subjective ratings
on each stimuli and create 2D embeddings of perceptual
attributes pairs for different material categories, shown in
Fig. 6. An interesting nonlinearity can be observed on
some combinations: glossiness–sharpness of reflections and
glossiness–contrast of reflections for plastic, which is also
the case for ceramic and metal (refer to the supplemen-
tary for all embedding combinations). This suggests that the
sharpness of reflections and contrast of reflections start to be
observed when glossiness is high enough for specular mate-
rials such as plastic, ceramic, andmetal [39]. The embedding
of sharpness of reflections and contrast of reflection onmetals
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Fig. 4 Rendered images using our four averaged BRDFs (refer to Fig. 5) for dragon and ghost geometries under illuminations A and I
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Fig. 5 Averaged BRDFs of four material categories. A BRDF slice for
the fixed difference angles θd = 45 and φd = 90 is shown (left), and
the corresponding polar plots (right)

(Fig. 6-right) indicates that sharpness becomes more visible
only for larger contrast of reflections. Such larger contrast
is characteristic for more specular material, where the sur-
round of typically clamped highlights is darker and makes
the reflected environment better visible [41]. There is no
obvious relationship among the gloss-related attributes on
fabric. Our embedding reveals the relationships among per-
ceptual attributes that can be useful for perceptual material
editing anddesign. Please refer to the supplementary formore
results.

4.2 Effect of geometry and illumination

Geometry In order to derive insights about the observed
effects of geometry, we compute a set of geometry fea-
tures for describing our selected geometries. Based on the
curvature distributions computed in Sect. 3.3, we compute
the standard deviation (Gstd), kurtosis (Gkurt), and median
(Gmedian) to characterize our four geometries. We choose
median over mean to improve robustness toward outliers. In
Fig. 7-right, we show the impact of these features in the esti-
mated marginal effects for each of our four attributes. All the
four perceptual attributes analyzed monotonically increase

as the median curvature (Gmedian) decreases. The decreas-
ing median curvature indicates an overall smooth surface
that will enlarge the coverage of specular highlight and fur-
ther enhance the perceived glossiness and other gloss-related
attributes [26]. Although the Gstd and Gkurt do not show
so determinate correlation to the perceived appearance as
Gmedian, they follow a similar trend.
Illumination Similarly, we compute a set of illumination fea-
tures and relate them to the observed effects in perceptual
attributes. As we use HDR environment maps for illumi-
nation during rendering, we directly calculate the following
statistics on four environment maps (A,E,G, and I): standard
deviation (Istd), skewness (Iskew), kurtosis (Ikurt) light source
coverage (Iarea, where small values correspond to point-like
light sources), contrast between light sources and the rest
of image (Irange), and high-frequency content (Ihfc). Results
are shown in Fig. 7-left. Our data confirm literature findings
that gloss perception becomes stronger for more directional
and higher intensity light sources (low Iarea and high Ihfc)
[6,36,45]. The perceived glossiness is also consistent with
increasing environment map contrast (high Istd and Irange) as
also reported in [1,31]. A positive correlation between the
skew of environment map histogram and perceived gloss has
been reported by Adams et al. [1]. The skew and other statis-
tical moments in Fig. 7-left also correlate well with perceived
gloss. However, the environment map (G) is an outlier here
as its statistical moments are consistently higher than for (E),
while the perceived gloss is similar. This different behavior
can be better explained by variations in Iarea and Ihfc.

4.3 Interaction between illumination, geometry,
andmaterial category

In this section, we compute and analyze a second CLMM
model with the interaction between material category, illu-
mination, and geometry.
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Fig. 6 Stimuli embeddings for
different perceptual attribute
pairs for the plastic (left and
center) and metal (right)
categories
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4.3.1 Glossiness

Perceived gloss increases with the highlight coverage, sharp-
ness, contrast, and brightness that in complex ways depend
on illumination spatial structure,material properties, and sur-
face geometry [26]. For example, the highlight coverage can
be extended by blurring environment maps, expanding lobes
of glossy reflection (material roughness), reducing surface
curvature, making the viewpoint position perpendicular to
the surface, to name just a few possible manipulations to
achieve this goal. Here, we consider gloss variations due to
all those factors for metals, ceramics, plastics, and fabrics.

As seen in Fig. 8-a, the gloss perception is strongest for
metals, but some inconsistencies can be clearly observed.
For example, the blob illuminated by A and E environment
maps might be perceived even comparably glossy to ceram-
ics and plastics. In contrast to more complex geometries such
as the dragon and buddha, the blob features larger smooth
surface regions (smaller Gmedian in Fig. 7-right) that enable
a more intuitive judgment of reflection sharpness (Fig. 12)
and contrast (Fig. 10). This can be observed in Fig. 11. Note
that for slowly changing illumination A and E (smaller Istd
and Irange in Fig. 7-left) such reflections appear blurry, of
low contrast and similar coverage, regardless whether this is
metal, ceramic, or plastic material. Note that for ghost, the
highlight coverage for metal is enlarged with respect to the
ceramic and plastic, in particular, due to the wavy regions
surrounding the central hemi-sphere that somehow enhances
perceived glossiness. Overall slowly changing illumination

(as A and E) in interaction with slowly changing, smooth
surfaces (as the blob) might reduce the differences in glossi-
ness perception between metals and plastics/ceramics. On
the other hand, the absolute magnitude of perceived glossi-
ness is the highest for blob and ghost, mostly, regardless of
illumination (refer also to Fig. 8-b).

We show results of glossiness pairwise comparison on
interaction between material category and geometry in Fig.
8-c. Four material categories show similar trend as in Fig. 3
under the same geometry. When observing across different
geometries, the value differences between fabric and other
materials show negative correlation with the complexity of
geometry. It seems the tesselated-like surfaces on dragon
reduce the perceived glossiness on all materials, especially
on dielectric specular materials such as plastic and ceramic.
This is consistent with the finding of Vangorp et al. [43]. It
seems the geometry complexity has less influence on metal
compared to other materials.

4.3.2 Metallicness

Asexpected, themetallicness attribute is consistently strongest
for metal over other material categories regardless of geom-
etry and illumination (Fig. 9). The large gap between metal
and other material categories lies in the reflectance differ-
ences betweenmetal and dielectrics as seen in Fig. 5. Despite
display brightness limitations and contrast-compressive tone
mapping, the intensity of specular reflection is consistently
the highest for metals (refer also to Figs. 4 and 11) due to
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Fig. 8 Estimated Marginal
Means effects of glossiness for
the interaction between a.
geometry, illumination, and
material category (the height of
each colored bar represents the
value); b. material category and
illumination; and c. material
category and geometry
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largest magnitude of BRDF for specular angles (small θh),
which is one of the key factors that enable to distinguish
metals from plastic and other materials [41].

It seems the illumination has limited influence onmetallic-
ness when observing across different environment maps on
all materials (Fig. 9-b). The geometry shows clear influence
on metallicness (Fig. 9-c). It is believed that the perception
of metallicness is related to the coverage of highlight (spec-
ular sheen), which can be enlarged by reducing the local
surface curvature [26,41]. Our results match with this the-
ory closely: an decreasing local surface curvature (Gmedian)
results in increasing metallicness in Fig. 9-c.

4.3.3 Contrast of reflections

As shown in Fig. 10-a, the rating of metal under illumina-
tion I is significantly higher when compared to othermaterial
categories in terms of reflection contrast. This phenomenon
can easily be observed in Fig. 4. Obviously, under illumina-
tion I, the highlight coverage on metal is much larger than
for other material categories. Comparing with other environ-
mentmaps, I has the largest dynamic range (the highest Irange
and Istd in Fig. 7) and is dominated by only one strongest
point light (the smallest Iarea), which results in wide and high
contrast highlights on metal but narrow and lower-contrast
highlight on other materials (refer to ghost under illumina-
tion I in Fig. 4). This effect is amplified due to the different
profiles of respective BRDFs shown in Fig. 5.

Another interesting observation holds for the blob. Except
for illumination I, the blob gets similar rates on plastic,
ceramic, and metal. Actually, this phenomenon is pro-
nounced on all gloss-related attributes (Figs. 8 and 12).
We show the rendered result for four geometries using the
averaged BRDFs for these three material categories under
illumination E in Fig. 11 (similar for illumination A and

G). As discussed in Sect. 4.3.1, the gently changing smooth
surface of blob enlarges the coverage of highlight and con-
sequently boosts the perceived glossiness and all the other
gloss-related attributes.

For the interaction between material category and illumi-
nation shown in Fig. 10-b, there are no significant differences
observed between the combinations: fabric-A, plastic-A, and
ceramic-A. This means the highly diffuse illumination like A
minimizes the differences between material categories [23].

4.3.4 Sharpness of reflections

Similar observations as for contrast of reflectionunder illumi-
nation I also hold for sharpness of reflection in Fig. 12-a. The
strong directional light I consistently results in significantly
higher rating for metal than for other material categories,
where as can be seen in Fig. 5 the BRDF magnitude is larger
for small θh and at the same time it is smaller for larger θh .
This contributes to stronger contrast betweenhighlight and its
surround formetals. Asmentioned before, the highlight areas
for metal tend to be overexposed due to the high reflectance
property of metal, and the limit of current display system
and tone mapping algorithm make this problem even more
pronounced. Thus, one should avoid the highlight areas on
metal when make the judgment on sharpness of reflection,
which was explained by Serrano et al. [39] to experiment
participants during the rating collection.

Except for I, the sharpness of reflection of dragon under
other illuminations shows unintelligible patterns on different
material categories (Fig. 12-a, c). It seems the tessellated-like
bumpy surfaces on dragon greatly affect people’s perception
judgment on this attribute. We believe this is consistent with
Marlow et al. [26] in their Experiment 2.
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Fig. 9 Estimated Marginal
Means effect of metallicness for
the interaction between a.
geometry, illumination, and
material category (the height of
each colored bar represents the
value); b. material category and
illumination; c. material
category and geometry
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Fig. 10 Estimated Marginal
Means effect of contrast of
reflection for the interaction
between a. geometry,
illumination and material
category (the height of each
colored bar represents the
value); b. material category and
illumination; c. material
category and geometry
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5 Conclusion

In this work, we have investigated the joint effect of geome-
try, illumination, andmaterial category on perceivedmaterial
properties. In particular, we focus on metallicness and three
gloss-related (glossiness, contrast of reflections, and sharp-
ness of reflections) appearance attributes. First, we have
found that the correlations between the appearance attributes
for wood, paper, fabrics, leather, and natural materials are
weak, and the attribute strength is significantly lower than
for plastic, ceramic, and metal. The latter three material cat-
egories show strong correlations between different attributes,
but also striking nonlinear relations between glossiness and
contrast of reflections as well as sharpness of reflections can
be observed. In general, materials should feature a certain
glossiness before the contrast and sharpness of reflections
start to be perceived. An interaction analysis between mate-
rial categories and specific illuminations and geometries

shows that metallicness is stronger for metals in all tested
conditions; however, this is not the case for glossiness. For
smooth, low curvature geometries such as blob and under
smooth, low-frequency illumination (A, E, and G), the dif-
ferences in glossiness strength between metal, ceramic, and
plastic are strongly reduced. This observation also holds for
the contrast and sharpness of reflections attributes. On the
other hand, for strong and directional illumination (such as
I), the glossiness attribute is stronger for metals than for plas-
tics or ceramics, regardless of geometry. The same effect
can be observed for highly detailed and tessellated geometry
(such as dragon), regardless of illumination. This observa-
tion also holds for the contrast of reflection attribute, but this
is not the case for the sharpness of reflection attribute, where
the dragon geometry makes the judgment of sharpness more
difficult. In general, high-frequency features either in illu-
mination or geometry increase the strength of gloss-related
attributes for metal with respect to plastic and ceramic, but
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Fig. 11 Rendered images using three averaged BRDFs on four geometries under illumination E

Fig. 12 Estimated Marginal
Means effect of sharpness of
reflection for the interaction
between a. geometry,
illumination, and material
category; b. material category
and illumination; c. material
category and geometry
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directional illumination seems to be a stronger factor here.
The judgment of contrast and sharpness of reflections for
less smooth geometries such as dragon or buddha is more
difficult and shows higher variations for non-metal materi-
als, including fabric. Again, this is not the case for strong
directional illumination (I).

An important characteristic of ourwork is that our findings
are mostly related to displayed images, where due to dis-

play luminance limitations as well as tone mapping, image
contrast might be suppressed or even reflection details in
highlight regions might be saturated (clamped). Such dis-
played image characteristics are conveyed in our data, and
they are highly relevant for many visual computing tasks
that involve human observers. However, our data for specific
materials may differ from the perception of their real-world
counterparts. Still, we believe that the general trends in our
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data remain valid, and we leave it as future work to investi-
gate specific differences with the real-world conditions. The
development of mixed reality displays would greatly facili-
tate this task.

Webelieve that our insights about the interactions between
material category, illumination, and geometry contribute to
expanding the knowledge about material perception and can
be a useful guideline for design applications, in particular
where designed objects are exposed under certain illumina-
tions.
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